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INTRODUCTION

Great American Dance Learning Guide

The goal of the Great American Dance Learning Guide is to help students engage fully with the dance performances featured 
in the Lincoln Center at the Movies inaugural season. It is suitable for those who are already dance lovers and those who have 
no previous dance experience. Each guide enables educators to engage students in experiencing the thrill of the artistic process, 
and in understanding how artists think as they develop their work, how they face artistic challenges and make important choices 
before they present the world with their creations. 

The guide has been created by LCE Teaching Artists who work in pre-K–12 and Higher Education classrooms throughout New 
York City and the tristate area, and are mindful of the learner of any age. In the guide, you will find information about dance 
and different takes on the performances in film, books, and other media. There are three lessons with activities and discussion 
questions that prepare students for the performance they will see on film, and a lesson that makes them reflect on the 
performance with a wholly different point of view after they’ve seen it. These lessons are flexible, so teachers can adapt them to 
specific grade levels and student populations in-school and out-of-school. Most important, the lessons have been designed for 
anyone curious about the art of dance.

http://LincolnCenterEducation.org
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INTRODUCTION

Mission 

Ballet Hispanico explores, preserves, and celebrates Latino cultures through dance. The mission unfolds in the work of the 
professional Company, the School of Dance, and the Education and Outreach programs. Together, these divisions celebrate 
the dynamic aesthetics of the Hispanic diaspora, building new avenues of cultural dialogue and sharing the joy of dance with 
all communities. 

http://LincolnCenterEducation.org
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INTRODUCTION

History

Ballet Hispanico was founded on the idea that young Latino people in New York needed “a voice” and “something to do.” The 
time was the 1970s and the place was New York’s urban inner city. With the Civil Rights Movement underway, race, culture, 
identity, and neighborhood economics were key factors in propelling marginalized ethnic groups to the forefront of claiming 
their history, place, and voice in the United States. New York City was the backdrop for this young dance company whose 
founder, through her teaching of dance, provided an artistic safe haven, home and opportunity for many young Latino dancers 
for whom opportunity in dance would not have been made available. The legacy of access, excellence, and Latino culture 
persists today; foundational values of Ballet Hispanico: access to dance education for all who want it, a platform for Latino 
voices in dance and authentic dance training which builds self-esteem and opens doors to opportunity. Ballet Hispanico is a 
point of great pride and orgullo as the organization brings to audiences a fusion of past and present Latino expression and is a 
catalyst for a cultural dialogue. 

Organization  

The Company performs a diverse repertory by the foremost choreographers of our time as well as emerging artists. The works 
explore the diversity of Latino culture through a fusion of classical, Latin, and contemporary dance powered by theatricality, 
athleticism, and passion. Our choreographers represent a multitude of nationalities, including Venezuela, Cuba, Trinidad, Puerto 
Rico, Mexico, Spain, Brazil, Argentina, and Colombia. The Company has offered over 3,350 performances to an audience of over 
3 million, throughout 11 countries, on 3 continents. 

The School of Dance is a nationally accredited conservatory which offers a unique curriculum based on Classical Ballet, 
Flamenco dance forms, and contemporary dance. The School offers rigorous pre-professional  training,  an  open  program  and  
unique  classes  for  preschoolers  and  adults.  It has trained more than 8,000 children who have gone on to successful careers 
in dance, theater, film, education, and many other professions.  

Education & Outreach Community Programs offers learning experiences for school children, teachers, and parents. The 
in-school version of the program offers long-term teaching artist residencies and has touched the lives of some 20,000 New 
York City school children. The Outreach touring program includes teacher training sessions, classroom workshops, and master 
classes with Company members, and has brought the joy of Latino dance traditions to countless thousands across the country. 

http://LincolnCenterEducation.org
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INTRODUCTION

Founder, Tina Ramirez

Tina Ramirez recognized a need to provide access, training, and performance opportunities for Latino dancers in the late 1960s 
and as a result, she created Ballet Hispanico. Born in Venezuela, she is the daughter of a Mexican bullfighter and grand-niece to 
the founder of Puerto Rico’s first secular school for girls. Because of her passion and commitment to dance and education, she 
has earned many awards and honors in recognition for her work, including the National Medal of Arts in 2005.  

Artistic Director, Eduardo Vilaro  

Eduardo Vilaro came to New York City at the age of six from his native Cuba and began his dance training at the Alvin Ailey 
American Dance Center and the Martha Graham Center of Contemporary Dance. He joined Ballet Hispanico as Artistic Director 
in August 2009, following a ten-year record of achievement as Founder and Artistic Director of Luna Negra Dance Theater in 
Chicago.  He has been part of the Ballet Hispanico family since 1985. As a dancer in the Ballet Hispanico Company, Mr. Vilaro 
performed works by Vicente Nebrada, Talley Beatty, Ramon Oller and other audience favorites. As an educator he assisted Ballet 
Hispanico founder Tina Ramirez in developing a program for children living in temporary housing and was involved with many 
aspects of the organization’s education residencies.  

Our Educational Philosophy  

All of us are shaped in some way by tradition and culture. We have at different times embraced them, passed them on through 
generations, questioned their value, and looked for ways to transform them given new influences. Ballet Hispanico’s work exists 
in part to help people understand the origins and influences of Latino traditions in dance. At the same time we encourage the 
exploration of traditions and culturally-specific elements that are interpreted and reinterpreted by artists, dancers, musicians, 
and choreographers past, present, and future. Education and community engagement are core BH competencies—Ballet 
Hispanico’s model Education & Outreach program—actively engages more than 2,000 young people and families throughout 
New York City and the U.S. each year with dance, live music, and its cultural influences. Ballet Hispanico recognizes, respects, 
and values the diversity that exists in all learning communities. Whether it is through practice or exposure, our goal is to create 
an experience that is accessible, inspirational, and builds community and transformation. The activities included in this guide 
are designed to engage educators and learners in dynamic ways of connecting with dance. 

As such, we invite you to enrich the learning experience by feeling free to adjust how you use these activities to serve your 
learners. We encourage you to harness the knowledge your community brings and choose ways to bring this work to life for 
students who may need it, such as the use of: musical props (maracas, claves, tambourines), maps, songs, rhythms, a student’s 
native language or cultural experience, mobility (engage parts of the body) and affirming cross-cultural encuentros (meeting 
points) for an inclusive and dynamic community. 

http://LincolnCenterEducation.org
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WELCOME

Welcome to the Great American Dance Learning Guide for elementary school students, grades 3-5. 
This guide is composed of four lesson plans around Ballet Hispanico’s Club Havana and CARMEN.
maquia, three “before the performance” lessons and one “after the performance” lesson. 

We strongly encourage you to read through each lesson before sharing it with your students, so 
that you can familiarize yourself with the pace of the activities, the discussion questions, and the 
suggestions for online resources should you wish to include them. To fully engage with Ballet 
Hispanico’s CARMEN.maquia, students will need to know the basic narrative in age-appropriate 
terms. As a teacher, you will be the best judge of your students’ readiness for the themes of Carmen. 
The tensions between right and wrong, between acceptance and rejection – are all basic to the 
human experience. 

We recommend that you provide your students with the story of Carmen before engaging with these 
lessons. Several books published for younger children, including The Metropolitan Opera’s Book of 
Opera Stories for Children and The Random House Book of Opera Stories are wonderful resources for 
children of all ages, offering detailed versions of the story. As an alternative, you may read a summary 
of the story or watch one of the short online videos listed in “Continue Your Exploration” at the end of 
this guide. Additional resources on dance and Ballet Hispanico can also be found there. 

Questioning is an essential component of this guide. We have constructed it in a way that 
empowers you and your students to ask questions, and through them, make discoveries and find 
new understanding. On the next page, you will find a suggested “Line of Inquiry” — a theme that 
can help you focus your questioning. Remember: there are no small or big questions, no good or 
bad questions. Questions are a great learning tool. So allow them to inspire you as you explore Club 
Havana and CARMEN.maquia.

You now have front row seats to a Lincoln Center performance. Enjoy the show!

Let us know what you think! Send us your comments at LCE@lincolncenter.org.

If you have photos of your students’ work that you would like to share, please do! 
You can find us on Facebook and Twitter.
 

Description of symbols used in this guide:

	 Indicates a section to be read aloud

	 Indicates a question to be asked

	 Indicates an optional resource for further 
exploration

http://LincolnCenterEducation.org
mailto:LCE%40lincolncenter.org.?subject=
https://www.facebook.com/LincolnCenterEducation
https://twitter.com/LincolnCenterEd
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LINE OF INQUIRY*

How do Ballet Hispanico’s Club Havana and CARMEN.maquia employ tension – rhythmic 
(Club Havana) and dramatic (CARMEN.maquia) - through oppositions in timing, space, and 
relationships?

LEARNING OUTCOMES

After completing the lessons in this guide, students will be able to:

- Demonstrate a cha-cha rhythm;

-  Create movement based on their own life experiences or inspired by Club Havana 
and CARMEN.maquia;

- Create dramatic tension with the use of space, focus, and movement qualities;

- Understand some of the expressive possibilities of dance duets;

-  Analyze the emotional connections among the characters in CARMEN.maquia;

-  Understand that stories such as Carmen have inspired artistic responses in different 
disciplines (ie. music, dance, theater, and visual arts).

*A line of inquiry can be 
used as a guiding question 
that incorporates elements 
and ideas found in a work 
of art you’re studying. It is 
an open guiding question, 
meaning that it provides 
you with a focus, but 
invites questioning and 
reflection of your own.

http://LincolnCenterEducation.org
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INTRODUCTION FOR THE TEACHER:

Ballet Hispanico’s Club Havana, created by Cuban choreographer Pedro Ruiz, high-
lights the irresistible Latin dance rhythms – cha-cha, mambo and rumba – first experi-
enced by many Americans as they became popular in the US in the 1950’s and early 
1960’s. The “music makes you move” feeling comes from its syncopation – accents in 
the music that fall in unexpected places, creating a tension of upbeats in contrast to the 
downbeat. Though the dance vocabulary of Club Havana uses many ballet and musical 
theater movements that seem to ride over the music, the dance is anchored by the Latin 
rhythms of the music itself and by rhythmic isolations of the hips and feet. The dancers in 
Club Havana often dance in pairs, in the tradition of social dances like cha-cha, mambo, 
and rumba, sometimes opening their movements to the audience, and then facing each 
other for turns and rhythmic steps. Latin rhythms in the music against the more even 
rhythms of some of the movement set up an interesting tension and complexity. This 
lesson explores the regular rhythm of a march against a Cuban cha-cha rhythm, as well 
as several features of the social dances at the heart of this work – the roles of leader and 
follower and the physical connection of partners moving together as one.

OPENING ACTIVITY

Convene your students into a standing circle.

Play a paso doble rhythm from this album on Spotify: https://play.spotify.com/
user/1215263478/playlist/5fhsPaqeXLQfCsrWaggPu2

Allow students time to listen. Help them find the “downbeat” or accent on “1.” 

Demonstrate moving your arm down on “1” as you and your students count the 4/4 
rhythm. Have students copy your actions, moving their arms down on the “1, 2, 3, 
4,” with a stronger motion on “1.”

Demonstrate marching in place as you and your students count the 4/4 rhythm. 
Have students copy your actions, marching in place as they count and clap: “1, 2, 
3, 4,” with a stronger step on “1.”

Stop the music.

Ask your students if they have any associations with this piece of music. 

Possible responses may include ballroom dancing, parades, movie music, a 
concert, etc. 

BEFORE THE PERFORMANCE 
LESSON I

Latin Dance Rhythms in 
Club Havana: It’s all in 
the Timing

Materials needed for this lesson:

  Chart paper

  Markers

  Rhythm patterns (see body of lesson), written on large 
chart paper

  Play a paso doble rhythm from this album on Spotify: 
https://play.spotify.com/user/1215263478/ play-
list/5fhsPaqeXLQfCsrWaggPu2

  Play a cha-cha rhythm from this album on Spotify: 
https://play.spotify.com/album/08HbKIE4o9J6gxd-
PHGEYnG

  Excerpt of the Cha Cha Cha from Club Havana 
(Lesson I, Slide 32)

		5 minutes

http://LincolnCenterEducation.org
https://play.spotify.com/user/1215263478/playlist/5fhsPaqeXLQfCsrWaggPu2
https://play.spotify.com/user/1215263478/playlist/5fhsPaqeXLQfCsrWaggPu2
https://play.spotify.com/user/1215263478/%20playlist/5fhsPaqeXLQfCsrWaggPu2
https://play.spotify.com/user/1215263478/%20playlist/5fhsPaqeXLQfCsrWaggPu2
https://play.spotify.com/album/08HbKIE4o9J6gxdPHGEYnG
https://play.spotify.com/album/08HbKIE4o9J6gxdPHGEYnG
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Document student responses on chart paper.

Play a cha-cha rhythm from this album on Spotify: https://play.spotify.com/al-
bum/08HbKIE4o9J6gxdPHGEYnG

Ask your students if they have any associations with this piece of music. 

Possible responses may include ballroom dancing, party music, old music, etc. 

Document student responses on chart paper.

Ask your students:

	Where do you think you might hear the 1st piece of music, the paso doble?

	For what event or purpose?

	How would you describe the rhythm of the paso doble?

	Where might you hear the 2nd piece of music, the cha-cha?

	For what event or purpose?

	What words would you use to describe the rhythm of the cha-cha?

ACTIVITY 1:

THE CHA-CHA RHYTHM

Explain to students that the music they just heard is called a cha-cha. This style of 
music comes from Cuba and has a different rhythm than the paso doble. 

Say and clap a cha-cha rhythm in different ways:

“Slow—slow—quick-quick-quick”

Walk—walk— run-run-run”

Step —step —cha-cha-cha”

Ask students whether the beats they heard are all the same length. 

Students will recognize 2 slower beats, followed by 3 faster or shorter beats (cha-
cha-cha).

		15 minutes

BEFORE THE PERFORMANCE 
LESSON I

Latin Dance Rhythms in 
Club Havana: It’s all in 
the Timing

(continued)

http://LincolnCenterEducation.org
https://play.spotify.com/album/08HbKIE4o9J6gxdPHGEYnG
https://play.spotify.com/album/08HbKIE4o9J6gxdPHGEYnG
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Invite students to say and clap the rhythm along with you. 

Next, have students step in place to the rhythm. 

Then challenge students to travel with the rhythm, moving forward on each word 
(step—step—cha-cha-cha).

Invite students to show the cha-cha rhythm by using different parts of their bodies, 
such as the head, elbows, shoulders, hips, and knees.

Call out the rhythm (slow—slow—quick-quick-quick). Let students suggest body 
parts in addition to the above, to be used for the rhythm. (arms, toes, rib cage, back).

Ask your students:

	What do you feel when you put the rhythm into different parts of the body?

	What words would you use to describe the feeling of the rhythm?

ACTIVITY 2:

PARTNERS IN CHA-CHA

Ask students to find a partner. 

Explain that each pair will work as a team. One person will be called "leader," the 
other "follower," but in dance those are just expressions that help determine who 
is responsible for which task. Both partners in a team have equal importance and 
equal power, but each has a specific movement to perform.

Have each pair decide who will be the leader and who the follower.

Students will stand facing their partners.

Ask leaders to do the cha-cha rhythm using any of the following variations:

		15 minutes

BEFORE THE PERFORMANCE 
LESSON I

Latin Dance Rhythms in 
Club Havana: It’s all in 
the Timing

(continued)

http://LincolnCenterEducation.org
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- any body part

- strong energy 

- light energy

- low level (bend knees)

- high level  (on tip-toes)

Leaders will do a cha-cha of their choice, and followers will repeat back their part-
ner’s cha-cha choice.

This “cha-cha conversation” will include the following: 

Leader: slow—slow—quick-quick-quick 
Follower: (copy leader’s idea)

They can also count-out "un'—dos—cha-cha-cha" the way it is done in a Latin band 
or dance line.

Leader: insert new idea related to the “slow—slow —quick-quick-quick” rhythm 
Follower: (copy leader’s new idea)

Repeat the pattern several times, and then switch roles.

Next, ask partners to do a simple walking pattern while facing each other. Partners 
should be standing about 3 feet apart.

The leader will walk forward beginning with the left foot, while the follower walks 
backward beginning with the right foot. 

Count a steady rhythm for the walk: “1, 2, 3, 4.” 

Note: If this is done correctly, leaders will be able to walk forward without stepping 
on their partners’ feet. 

Reverse positions so that the leader becomes the follower and the follower be-
comes the leader.  

Next, ask leaders to guide their partner by placing their hands on their partner’s 
shoulders.  

BEFORE THE PERFORMANCE 
LESSON I

Latin Dance Rhythms in 
Club Havana: It’s all in 
the Timing

(continued)

http://LincolnCenterEducation.org
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Have followers place their hands on the leader’s shoulders, positioning their arms 
on the inside of the leader’s arms.

Repeat the walking pattern with leaders and followers connected in this way.  

Count steadily: “1, 2, 3, 4.” 

The leader will walk forward beginning with the left foot, while the follower walks 
backward beginning with the right foot. 

Finally, play the Cuban cha-cha music and invite students to improvise with both the 
partnered walking pattern and the cha-cha rhythm using different parts of the body. 

Leaders will begin with an even (1, 2, 3, 4) partnered walking pattern, holding their 
partner’s shoulders. 

Leaders can then switch to the cha-cha rhythm whenever they want to, signaling 
the switch to the cha-cha rhythm by releasing their partner’s shoulders so hands 
become free. 

Leaders can then do the cha-cha rhythm with their feet, or any other part of their body.  

Followers will copy the movements of the leaders. 

To signal the walk again, leaders place their hands back on their partner’s shoulders 
and continue the walking pattern. 

Leaders can alternate between the walking pattern and cha-cha rhythm as they like.

Ask half of the class to move in partnerships, while the other half of the class observes.

Reverse positions.

Ask your students:

	 	What did you experience while moving with a partner and dancing the cha-cha 
rhythm?

	 In what ways were the roles of leader and follower similar?

	 In what way  were they different?

BEFORE THE PERFORMANCE 
LESSON I

Latin Dance Rhythms in 
Club Havana: It’s all in 
the Timing

(continued)

http://LincolnCenterEducation.org
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CLOSING ACTIVITY:

HEAR THE RHYTHM/ SEE THE RHYTHM

Watch a short excerpt of the Cha Cha Cha from Club Havana in Lesson I, Slide 32.

Ask students to use their eyes to see the rhythms and their ears to hear the 
rhythms.

Watch approximately a minute of the dance. Then ask students to close their eyes 
and to continue listening to the music. 

Repeat the process, so that students watch the dance movement and then close 
their eyes to listen to the rhythms. 

Afterwards, ask your students:

	What do you notice about the dance?

	 	When you closed your eyes and just listened to the music, how did it change your 
experience?

	How is rhythm used? In the whole body? In parts of the body? 

	Did you notice leading and following between partners? Can you describe it?

	What other movements did you notice the dancers doing with their partners?

BEFORE THE PERFORMANCE 
LESSON I

Latin Dance Rhythms in 
Club Havana: It’s all in 
the Timing

(continued)

		10 minutes

http://LincolnCenterEducation.org
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INTRODUCTION FOR THE TEACHER:

To fully engage with Ballet Hispanico’s CARMEN.maquia, students will need to know 
the basic narrative in age-appropriate terms. Several books, including The Metropolitan 
Opera’s Book of Opera Stories for Children and The Random House Book of Opera 
Stories are wonderful resources, offering detailed version of the story. In the most basic 
terms, the free-spirited Carmen lures a soldier, Don José, into bad behavior – releasing 
her from jail and then deserting his military duty.  Carmen’s flirtations with Don José 
are not sincere, and she declares her love for a bullfighter, Escamillo. Don José leaves 
Carmen and goes back to his home village with his fiancée to see his dying mother, but 
the damage is done. Don José must face punishment for leaving his military post, and he 
has lost Carmen to Escamillo In a fit of jealous rage Don José kills Carmen at the end of 
the dance/opera, regretting his impulsive actions and ending in despair.

As a teacher you will be the best judge of your students’ readiness for the themes of 
Carmen. Older elementary students will be able to understand the emotional arc of the 
story, and many will have had the experience of being influenced into bad behavior by 
a friend or acquaintance. This lesson explores personal connections to this theme in 
Carmen—the influence of others on our own behavior and the emotions evoked by this 
experience. The tensions between right and wrong, between acceptance and rejection—
all tensions within Carmen, are basic to the human experience.

OPENING ACTIVITY:

TAPPING INTO OUR EXPERIENCES

Have students sit at their desks or find a place in the room where they can sit com-
fortably and write.  

Think about a time when someone you know—a friend, a family member, 
or even someone you didn’t know well—had a negative influence on you. 
You might have changed the way you behave normally in order to gain that 
person's friendship because you like them and want to be liked by them; 
perhaps you even did something that you were taught was wrong. Maybe you 
didn’t complete one of your chores at home because another person told you, 
"forget it, your parents won't notice, so let's go and play." Maybe you took 
something that belonged to someone else, or treated a friend badly, or took 
credit for something good that you didn’t do. Journal about this experience 
by answering the three questions below. Focus on responding to the ques-
tions rather than writing a whole story:

BEFORE THE PERFORMANCE 
LESSON II

Exploring the Themes 
of Carmen and the 
Influence of Others

Materials needed for this lesson:

  Chart paper

  Markers

		10 minutes



http://LincolnCenterEducation.org
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	Who was the person who influenced you? Describe how this person influenced you.

	What did you do, or how did you behave because of the influence of this person?

	 	How did you feel toward the person who influenced you? Did you feel angry or 
confused?

	 	Did you feel that you had to do what the person said although you didn't really 
want to do it?

ACTIVITY 1

THE INFLUENCE OF OTHERS

Label three different pieces of chart paper:

- “Who?” 

- “What Happened?”

- “How Did You Feel?”

If students are comfortable, encourage them to share some of their journal responses. 

Ask your students:

	Who influenced you into bad behavior?  
	 Document their responses on the chart paper labeled, “Who?”

	 	What bad choice did you make?  
Document their responses on the chart paper labeled, “What Happened?”

	 	What emotions did you feel toward this person after they influenced you?  
Document their responses on the chart paper labeled, “How Did You Feel?”

Ask your students:

	What do you notice about the responses we’ve shared?

	How are the answers to the questions similar?

		5 minutes

BEFORE THE PERFORMANCE 
LESSON II

Exploring the Themes 
of Carmen and the 
Influence of Others

(continued)

http://LincolnCenterEducation.org
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	How are they different?

ACTIVITY 2:

MOVING INTO THE SCENE

Engage the class in creating a “scene” or story based in movement that explores 
the conversation of being negatively influenced by another person.

Encourage students to reference the answers they listed under “What Happened?”  

As a group, ask students to choose one experience they can translate into movement.  
Examples may include treating someone badly, eating something you are not sup-
posed to touch, or skipping a required practice or rehearsal. 

Next, ask students to reference the answers they listed under “Who?” 

  Now that we’ve chosen one experience to focus on, which characters are needed 
for the scene? 

Characters may include:

- The Influencer: Someone who encourages other people to make bad choices.

- The Influenced: Someone who is encouraged to make a bad choice by someone else.

-  Other People: The other people in the scene who participate in the bad choice 
or are affected by the choice in some way.

Divide students into groups of 4-6.

Groups will “stage” the scene using movement only—no words.

Groups will work with the same scene, but are free to tell the story in their own way. 

Use these directors’ prompts to help students dramatize their stories:

	How can we use the space to arrange the different characters and to help tell the story?

	 	How can we express the relationships of the characters through movement and 
facial expressions?

	 	How can we create a sequence of beginning, middle and end to make the story clear?

	 	Which emotions are important in the scene?

	 	How can we express these emotions through the movements and shapes of the body?

BEFORE THE PERFORMANCE 
LESSON II

Exploring the Themes 
of Carmen and the 
Influence of Others

(continued)

		25 minutes

http://LincolnCenterEducation.org
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Allow students time to work.

Groups will share their versions of the story for the class.

After each performance, ask observers:

	 	What did you notice about the scene?

	 	How do you know, through movement, which character is The Influencer and 
which character is The Influenced?

After all groups have had a chance to share their stories, ask:

	 	What was different about these stories?  

	 	What was the same?

CLOSING ACTIVITY:

CONNECTING TO THE STORY OF CARMEN

Explain to students that the dance and opera versions of the story Carmen are 
based on the theme explored in this lesson, of one person being negatively influ-
enced by another.

Give students a short synopsis of the story of Carmen (see the Introduction of this 
lesson, or use the resources suggested previously, The Metropolitan Opera’s Book 
of Opera Stories for Children and The Random House Book of Opera Stories, to  
introduce the story.

Ask your students: 

	 	What connections can you make between the story of Carmen and your own experi-
ence of being negatively influenced by another person?

	 	In the story of Carmen, who is the Influencer? Who is the Influenced?

	 	Which emotions do you think will be important in the ballet we are going to see, 
CARMEN.maquia?

BEFORE THE PERFORMANCE 
LESSON II

Exploring the Themes 
of Carmen and the 
Influence of Others

(continued)

		10 minutes
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INTRODUCTION FOR THE TEACHER:

The Ballet Hispanico’s CARMEN.maquia by Spanish choreographer Gustavo Ramírez 
Sansano stays very close to the story of the opera Carmen. In style, however, the 
production is strikingly different, with an abstract set, and black and white sleek con-
temporary costumes inspired by the sketches of artist Pablo Picasso. The movement of 
the dance is also stylized rather than naturalistic, and appears bent, broken and turning 
inward to echo the conflicting emotions. 

Many of the most important moments of the dance are delivered in duets – Carmen and 
Don José, Don José and his fiancée Michaela, Escamillo the bullfighter and Carmen. In 
fact, CARMEN.maquia is a play on the word tauromaquia, meaning the art of the bullfight. 
The duet movement constantly makes reference to this by presenting emotional tensions 
as a battle.Each such “battle” is different in tone, but always shows both conflict and 
connection. Switching roles as power shifts in the story, the characters of Carmen dance 
a series of interlocked duets, intertwining in power and love. In this lesson we explore one 
of the major dance elements of Carmen: the duet, using the image of fighters matched in 
strength. Their physical strength represents not only strength of body, but also strength of 
will and temperament. Different physical aspects of connection—eyes, space and touch—
create a metaphor for emotional connection and conflict.

OPENING ACTIVITY:

WARM-UP

Ask students to take a partner, then immediately separate as the class spreads out 
in an open space. 

Students will walk freely around the space making an effort to avoid collisions. Ask 
students to be aware of each other without making eye contact.

Direct them to be aware of their own breathing and footsteps. As they walk, draw 
their attention to the connection they have with the floor. 

Focus their awareness to the space above their heads, imagining that a string is sus-
pending them upwards, all while maintaining their sense of connection to the floor.

Play Carmen Suite no. 2, Composed by Georges Bizet, in Lesson III, Slide 6.

Ask students to silently take note of whether they feel any change in their walk 
while the music is playing. 

BEFORE THE PERFORMANCE 
LESSON III

The Duets of Carmen: 
Playing Tug of War 
with Feelings

Materials needed for this lesson:

  Lesson Printables

  Chart paper

  Markers

  Carmen Suite no. 2 ,Composed by Georges Bizet 
(Lesson III, Slide 6) 

  Francisco Goya’s La Tauromaquia: 
http://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/La_Tauromaquia

		10 minutes
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Students will now make eye contact with their classmates as they walk past them, 
all while maintaining the rhythm of their walking.

Have them continue to walk in this way, only this time, they will make and then 
break their eye contact with their classmates. They will do this several times.

Now ask them to make eye contact with the partner they chose at the start of the 
activity.

Encourage students to move towards that person they are maintaining eye contact 
with. Students will gradually bring their walking to a stop. 

Facing their partners, ask students to reach their partners, touching only the tips of 
their fingers. 

Let the touching of fingertips extend to the hands, palm facing palm.  

Students will match the pressure of their partner’s hands so that their hands are 
evenly balanced. Guide  them to slowly break away from their hand contact and to 
step away.

Ask your students:

	 	What did you notice about the experience?

	 	How did your experience change when you began to focus on a partner?

	 		What senses did you use in moving through the space without collisions?

ACTIVITY 1:

DUETS – EXPLORING THE BULLFIGHT

In the original story of Carmen, the actual bullfight, or corrida, is not seen. Howev-
er, one of the main characters, Escamillo, is a bullfighter who, in the end, wins the 
bullfight and takes Carmen away from Don José, creating the most important con-
flict in the story. In Spanish artistic tradition, the bullfight has often been a symbol 
of conflict, political or other, so in this activity, that idea is explored.

You may choose to select one the images from Francisco Goya’s La Tauromaquia: 
http://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/La_Tauromaquia 

		15 minutes

BEFORE THE PERFORMANCE 
LESSON III

The Duets of Carmen: 
Playing Tug of War 
with Feelings

(continued)
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Let students know that they will be creating a duet (dance for two), with one partner 
representing the bullfighter (or toreador) and the other one representing the bull.

Students will continue working with their partners from the warm-up activity. 
They will improvise a movement sequence that incorporates the “approaches and 
retreats” of the bullfighter and bull.  

Provide these directions to inspire movement exploration:

1.  Standing a few feet apart, make eye contact with each other. Pass each 
other without touching, and maintain continuous eye contact. You will have 
switched starting positions so that you are standing in your partner’s initial 
starting position. 

2.  Standing a few feet apart, make eye contact with each other. Circle each other 
and maintain continuous eye contact. Do a full rotation so that you end in your 
initial starting position.

3.  Standing a few feet apart, make eye contact with each other. Circle each other 
moving in as close to your partner as you can without touching. Maintain continu-
ous eye contact. Do a full rotation so that you end in your initial starting position.

4.  Standing a few feet apart, make eye contact with each other. Come together and 
connect hands, elbows or arms. Circle around each other, twisting and tangling 
as you circle. Do a full rotation so that you end in your initial starting position.

5. Standing a few feet apart, make eye contact with each other. Come together, 
pressing against your partner with the hand, shoulder, back, head or arm. Con-
tinue the pressing movements as you do a full rotation around in a circle. One 
partner will slowly press the other partner down to the floor (using the hand, 
shoulder, back, arms, head).

Note: The final press to the floor can be done without contact. 

You could establish a rule that one person rises as the other one sinks without the 
use of physical contact.

The partner pressed to the floor is the “vanquished.” 

The partner above is the “victor.” 

Either partner may be considered the bull or the bullfighter, depending on how the 
duet is seen.

BEFORE THE PERFORMANCE 
LESSON III

The Duets of Carmen: 
Playing Tug of War 
with Feelings

(continued)
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ACTIVITY 2:

CARMEN’S DUETS: TENSION AND 
ENTANGLEMENTS

Challenge students to make their own duets inspired by Carmen characters.

The duet should be comprised of a series of approaches and retreats. Students may 
use any of the movement they explored in the previous activity:

- Meet and pass with eye contact

- Meet with eye contact and circle

- Meet with eye contact and circle very close without contact

-  Meet with eye contact, connect with hands/elbows/arms, and rotate in a circle 
by twisting and tangling

-  Meet with eye contact, press with hands/elbows/arms, rotate in a circle, and 
press one partner slowly to the floor

Partners may add variations and new movement to their duet sequences, but they should 
begin and end apart, with one partner vanquished at the end and pressed to the floor.

Allow students time to work on their duet sequences. Students will share their 
duets with the rest of the class.

Time permitting, several duets may be performed at once for a different viewing 
experience.

Ask observers:

	 	What do you notice about the duet?

	 	What words describe the energy of the duet?

	 	What impact does the repeated circling have in the duet?

	 	How did the duet use new movement ideas?

	 	What is the emotional tone of the duet?

BEFORE THE PERFORMANCE 
LESSON III

The Duets of Carmen: 
Playing Tug of War 
with Feelings

(continued)

		15 minutes
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CLOSING ATIVITY:

DISCUSSION AND CONNECTIONS

If students have not yet been introduced to the narrative of Carmen, use one of the 
suggested books below as a resource:

-  The Random House Book of Opera  Stories by Adele Geras 
http://www.amazon.com/Random-House-Book-Opera-Stories/dp/0679893156 

-  Sing Me a Story: The Metropolitan Opera’s Book of Opera Stories for Children  
by Jane Rosenberg 
http://www.amazon.com/Sing-Me-Story-Metropolitan-Children/dp/0500278733 

Lead a class discussion:

	 	Based on your experience exploring a dance duet, and what you know about the 
story of Carmen, why do you think the choreographer would incorporate duets into 
the ballet?

	 	What connections can you make between the story of Carmen and the subject of 
struggle you see in Goya's painting of bullfighting?

View Ballet Hispanico’s Club Havana and CARMEN.maquia.

BEFORE THE PERFORMANCE 
LESSON III

The Duets of Carmen: 
Playing Tug of War 
with Feelings

(continued)

		5 minutes

		5 minutes
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INTRODUCTION FOR THE TEACHER:

Ballet Hispanico’s CARMEN.maquia, choreographed by Gustavo Ramírez Sansano, is a 
strikingly modern and abstract take on the love triangle of a soldier, Don José, the gypsy 
Carmen, and bullfighter Escamillo. Don José’s fiancée, Micaela, is added to the trio as 
the moral center of the story. Carmen is flirtatious and uses the attention she receives 
to achieve her own goals, but she is established as a tragic figurefrom the beginning, as 
her death is foreshadowed in the tarot cards.In this story of love, jealousy and anger, the 
emotions constantly pull the characters toward and away from each other. The chore-
ographer chose this minimalist black and white design to ensure that the story is told 
through the dancers. This “after the performance" lesson examines the dramatic pulls 
between the characters in a final look at the emotional heart of the work.

OPENING ACTIVITY:

LOOKING BACK

As students enter the classroom, give them a Post-it and ask them to reflect on the 
emotions of the characters in CARMEN.maquia. 

You may want to remind your students of the main character names and identities:

- Carmen, a gypsy who works in a cigarette factory

- Don José, a low-ranking soldier

- Escamillo, a bullfighter

- Micaela, Don José’s fiancée from his village

- Zuniga, the army captain

Ask students to think about a moment in the ballet when one of the characters 
expresses a strong emotion. 

Students will write the character’s name on their Post-it. They will also write the 
emotion they observed in the character and include one or two words to describe 
the movements they remember seeing.

Explain to your students that these movement words are “evidence” of the emotions 
they observed.

Students will hang onto their Post-its for the next phase of the lesson.

AFTER THE PERFORMANCE 
LESSON IV

Carmen: Map It, Rap It

Materials needed for this lesson:

  Chart paper

  Markers

  Post-its 

		5 minutes
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INTRODUCTION ACTIVITY 1:

CHARACTER WEB: CHARTING THE CONNECTIONS

Tape up several sheets of chart paper together on the wall or blackboard. These will 
create a large writing space for charting a character web. 

Ask students to identify the characters of CARMEN.maquia and to write each one 
down on the chart paper.

Draw a circle around each name. You may reference the list below:

- Carmen, a gypsy who works in a cigarette factory

- Don José, a low-ranking soldier

- Escamillo, a bullfighter

- Micaela, Don José’s fiancée from his village

- Zuniga, the army captain

Students will reflect on how the characters are connected to one another. Invite 
students to suggest any of the feelings that connect characters.

Note: Characters may be connected with multiple emotions.

Write student responses on chart paper.

Include the following:

- “Love” – draw a solid line between the characters

- “Jealousy” – draw a dotted line between the characters

- “Anger” – draw a zig-zag line between the characters

Optional – Colored lines may be used in place of solid, dotted or zig-zag lines. For 
example, anger can be represented with black; jealousy – green; love – red.

Have students draw the line connections between characters based on their ideas 
about the relationships. You can also allow students to direct you in your drawing 
of the lines. 

		15 minutes
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INTRODUCTION Ask students to place their Post-its on the character web. They can place their Post-
its around the names of the characters or along the lines of emotional connection.

Students will observe the character web.

	What do you notice about the character web?

	Which characters are connected to others with one line only, for example “jealousy”?

	Which characters are connected to others with multiple lines? 

	What more can you say about these connections?

	What surprises you most about this character web?

ACTIVITY 2:

CHARACTER WEB RAPS

Divide students into small groups.

Each group will examine the character web and decide on a character to which 
they will write a rap. 

Students have the following two options:

1)  The rap can be from one character to another: from Micaela to Carmen, Esca-
millo to Don José, etc.

2) The rap can be from the student group to the characters: students to Carmen, 
students to Don José, etc.

Examples of Carmen raps:

To Carmen: 
Oh Carmen you are such a tease 
You always do just what you please 
But Don José is getting mad  
You should not behave so bad 

To Micaela: 
Oh Micaela, feeling low 
Back to your village you should go 
Your Don José, he's doing wrong 
He'll be in jail before too long

		20 minutes
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INTRODUCTION To Don José from Escamillo: 
Oh Don José, you’re such a loser 
I'm a fighter, I'm a bruiser 
I like Carmen and so do you 
But she likes me and you'll be blue

Note: Rhythm and rhyme are key elements in rap, spoken word and much poetry. 
Giving students a rhythm can help them create lyrics. Most of the rap examples 
above are iambic, with an accent on the 2nd syllable or word in the line. Giving a 
first line for the rap can also help students get started. Ending a line with an easily 
rhymed word can encourage students to imagine the next line.

Students can use the information on the character web to inspire their rap. The 
rap should be at least 4 lines long or longer. Student rappers may use rhythm and 
rhyme in their raps as they like. 

Ask student groups to share their raps with the rest of the class. Groups may rap 
together or choose one person from the group to perform.

Optional: Students can add vocal beat boxing as accompaniment to the raps.

Ask observers:

	What do you notice about the rap?

	What emotions do you hear in the rap?

	Can you guess which characters are rapping to each other? How?

		 	Can you imagine the dancers in CARMEN.maquia performing your rap? What 
would it look like?

http://LincolnCenterEducation.org
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INTRODUCTION CLOSING ACTIVITY:

DIGGING DEEPER

Explain to students that the story of Carmen has inspired many artists to create 
operas, films, dances, stories and visual art. Ballet Hispanico’s CARMEN.maquia 
uses several of these elements in its design, in its musical score, and in its dance 
choreography. There are many other possibilities.

Ask your students:

	  If you could change something about the story of Carmen, what would it be? 

	  If you could add a feeling or an attitude to one of the characters, what would it be? 

	Why? 

	   How would you embody that new feeling or attitude? What would the movement 
look like?

You may choose to share the “Other Dance Productions of Carmen” with your 
students. These video links are provided in the “Continue Your Exploration” 
portion of this guide.

		5 minutes
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Common Core Standards Addressed in this Guide
College and Career Readiness (CCR) Anchor Standards for Reading
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas

CCSS ELA-Literacy .CCR.R.7 Integrate and evaluate content presented in diverse media and formats, including visually and quantitatively, as 
well as in words.

CCR Anchor Standards for Speaking and Listening
CCSS ELA-Literacy.CCRA.SL.3 Prepare for and participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations with diverse partners, 
building on each others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly and persuasively.

National Core Arts Standards Addressed in this Guide
Anchor Standard #7: 
Perceive and analyze artistic work.

Anchor Standard# 8:
Interpret intent and meaning in artistic work.

Anchor Standard#11:
Relate artistic ideas and works with societal, cultural, and historical context to deepen understanding.

Capacities for Imaginative Thinking Addressed in this Guide
At Lincoln Center Education (LCE), we value not only what is learned but how it is learned and believe that the people best prepared to per-
form in our dynamic world are those who think like artists. Artists solve problems, collaborate, communicate, imagine, persevere, and create. 
The Capacities for Imaginative Thinking is a learning framework designed to help learners interact meaningfully with a work of art and to 
develop habits of mind to enable them to think like artists. 
(for the full list and definitions, see the next page.)

Notice Deeply: How many layers of detail can you identify if you take the time? Can you go deeper?

Embody: Use your body to explore your ideas. Try it out. 

Make Connections: How is this like something else? Make personal, textual, and wider connections

http://LincolnCenterEducation.org
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NOTICE DEEPLY 
How many layers of detail can you identify if 
you take the time? Can you go deeper?

EMBODY 
Use your body to explore your ideas. Try it out.

POSE QUESTIONS
What do you wonder? 

IDENTIFY PATTERNS 
How might different details relate? Analyze them.

MAKE CONNECTIONS 
How is this like something else? Make personal, 
textual, and wider connections.

EMPATHIZE 
Can you understand how others think and feel? 
What are their perspectives?

LIVE WITH AMBIGUITY 
What if there is not just one answer? Be patient 
with complexity.

CREATE MEANING 
Bring together what you’ve thought so far.  
What new interpretations can you make?

TAKE ACTION 
What will you choose to do with your ideas?  
Put them into practice.

REFLECT/ASSESS
Look back on what you’ve experienced.  
What have you learned? What’s next? 

Notice 
Deeply

Pose  
Questions

Identify  
Patterns

Create  
Meaning

Take 
Action

Embody 

Make  
Connections

Empathize

Live with  
Ambiguity

Reflect/  
Assess

Lincoln Center Education

Helping young minds perform  
in a dynamic world
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Ballet Hispanico

The company
http://www.ballethispanico.org/

Eduardo Vilaro, Ballet Hispanico’s Artistic Director 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mjs1VfzV5Dg&feature=youtu.be

Share Ballet Hispanico‘s timeline: 
http://www.ballethispanico.org/images/BH%20timeline.jpg

This article from the New York Times provides context about Ballet Hispanico: 
"Founded in 1970 and directed by Tina Ramirez, a Venezuelan-born dancer whose 
programming tends to be adventurous, Ballet Hispanico is also filled with dancers of 
wide experience. Yet the company is unmistakably itself."
http://www.nytimes.com/2007/12/06/arts/dance/06hisp.html

Club Havana

Guide to Cuban Music
http://www.worldmusic.net/guide/music-of-cuba/

Cuban Social Dance
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dance_in_Cuba

Choreographers

Gustavo Ramírez Sansano Biography
http://www.ballethispanico.org/performances/choreographers

Meet Luna Negra Dance Theater’s Gustavo Ramírez Sansano 
By Laura Molzahn
http://www.chicagomag.com/Chicago-Magazine/February-2012/Meet-Gus-
tavo-Ramirez-Sansano-Luna-Negras-New-Artistic-Director/

Pedro Ruiz Biography
http://www.theaileyschool.edu/pedro-ruiz

CONTINUE YOUR EXPLORATION
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CARMEN.maquia

Hailed as a “masterpiece” by the Chicago Sun-Times, CARMEN.maquia is a Picas-
so-inspired contemporary take on Bizet’s beloved classic. The physically charged 
and sensual choreography fuses contemporary dance with nods to the Spanish 
pasodoble and flamenco. A stunning set design by Luis Crespo and minimalist 
black-and-white costumes by fashion designer David Delfin evoke the paintings of 
Pablo Picasso. Highly original and full of elaborate partnering, CARMEN.maquia is a 
bold and electrifying reimagining of this tragic tale. 
http://www.ballethispanico.org/performances/New-York-Season

CARMEN.maquia video teaser 
https://vimeo.com/120498311

CARMEN.maquia “Behind the Scenes” 
https://vimeo.com/111034868

Carmen synopsis in 3 minutes
http://www.geocities.jp/wakaru_opera/englishcarmen.html

If Carmen and her friends were on Facebook...
http://www.seattleoperablog.com/p/carmen-on-facebook.html

Behind the scenes with Gustavo Ramírez Sansano
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a38WvNbol5c
https://vimeo.com/111034868

Summary of Carmen
http://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carmen_(ballet)
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0085297/plotsummary?ref_=tt_ov_pl
http://www.amazon.com/Random-House-Book-Opera-Stories/dp/0679893156/
ref=cm_lmf_tit_6

"Latina Loves" interview with 2 of the dancers: 
http://www.latina.com/blogs/latina-loves/ballet-hispanico-carmen-maquia

CONTINUE YOUR EXPLORATION
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Ballet Hispanico dancers are profiled in "Behind the Scenes" on the Ballet Hispanico 
blog and interviewed about their portrayal of the lead characters in CARMEN.maquia.

Carmen
https://ballethispanico.wordpress.com/2014/11/13/behind-carmen-maquia-kimberly-
van-woesik-as-carmen/

Don José
https://ballethispanico.wordpress.com/2014/11/03/behind-carmen-maquia-christo-
pher-bloom-as-don-jose/

Broadway World article about CARMEN.maquia:
http://www.broadwayworld.com/bwwdance/article/BWW-Reviews-Ballet-Hispani-
co-Transforms-Story-Ballet-20141125

e-book of Carmen, the novella by Prosper Mérimée: 
http://www.gutenberg.org/files/2465/2465-h/2465-h.htm

Pasodoble 
http://dance.about.com/od/partnerdancestyles/qt/Paso_Doble.htm

Flamenco 
http://dance.about.com/od/typesofdance/p/Flamenco.htm

Pablo Picasso
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pablo_Picasso

Bullfighting
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spanish-style_bullfighting

Georges Bizet (Composer)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Georges_Bizet

Luis Crespo (Set Design)
http://www.luiscrespo.com/

David Delfin (Costume Design) 
http://www.davidelfin.com/es/

CONTINUE YOUR EXPLORATION
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Other Dance Productions of Carmen

Diana Vishneva. Carmen—Suite: Habanera (2:52)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LgYN0aDYe7Q

Carmen with Svetlana Zakharova and the Bolshoi Ballet COMPLETE (48:55)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yJlyGNitxz0

Carmen –with Alessandra Ferri and Laurent Hilaire (6:13)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tZZ7dinfIA0

The Cullburg Ballet’s Carmen, choreography by Mats Ek 

Excerpts:  
Part 1 (8:21): http://youtu.be/_IoU4_fDLnM
Part 2 (10:30): http://youtu.be/Q800XvZNe5g

The Washington Ballet's Carmen 
Excerpt: (2:48): http://youtu.be/bLv1ZVq0zVc

Note: these sets are also Picasso-inspired 

Movies

Carmen Jones (1943), with Dorothy Dandridge and Harry Belafonte; 
directed by Otto Preminger 
A retelling of the story with an African-American cast.
Movie Trailer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jBlWEB9BVGE   

Carmen (1983), directed by Carlos Saura 
A flamenco version of Carmen set as a story within a story, as a choreographer falls 
in love with the woman he has cast as Carmen. 

Carmen (2001), directed by Robert Townsend 
A modern twist on Carmen Jones. 

CONTINUE YOUR EXPLORATION
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Music

Georges Bizet’s Carmen:
http://www.amazon.com/Bizet-Carmen-Georges/dp/B0000041QH
Carmen, composed by George Bizet after the book by Prosper Mérimée. Bizet’s 
masterpiece was first produced in 1875 and was very controversial at the time 
because of its subject. It is considered to be the bridge between opera comique 
and realism or verisimo. 

Georges Bizet (composer): 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Georges_Bizet

Books

Gil Garcetti’s Dance in Cuba
http://www.amazon.com/Dance-Cuba-Gil-Garcetti/dp/1890449342
http://newsroom.ucla.edu/releases/Dance-in-Cuba-Photographs-by-6749

Sing Me a Story: The Metropolitan Opera’s Book of Opera Stories for Children 
by Jane Rosenberg and Luciano Pavarotti 
Thames and Hudson Publishing (1989). New York, NY
http://www.amazon.com/Sing-Me-Story-Metropolitan-Children/dp/0500278733

The Random House Book of Opera Stories 
by Adele Geras  
Random House Publishing (1997). New York, NY
http://www.amazon.com/Random-House-Book-Opera-Stories/dp/0679893156

Documentary

This hour-long documentary profiles Pedro Ruiz as he returns to his native Cuba 
to create a work on Danza Contemporanea de Cuba, their national contemporary 
dance company.
http://watch.thirteen.org/video/14442435/
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Additional Resources

Tina Ramirez's personal papers are archived at Hunter College Center for Puerto 
Rican studies (Centro) but are not yet digitized. 
http://centropr.hunter.cuny.edu/archives/collections/finding-aids-personal-papers-6
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Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts

Lincoln Center, the world’s foremost performing arts center, is a private non-profit organization. Lincoln Center for the 
Performing Arts presents over 350 performances annually through its different performance series, and administers educational 
and community outreach programs.

The mission of Lincoln Center is fourfold: 1) to celebrate the performing arts with a dazzling array of programming, performed 
by an international roster of virtuoso artists; 2) to engage thousands of schoolchildren in active learning through its arts-in-
education organization, Lincoln Center Education; 3) to extend the range of the performing arts presented at Lincoln Center, 
complementing the extraordinary offerings of the eleven other Lincoln Center Resident Companies, all of which are flagship 
institutions in the world of the arts; and 4) to provide support and services for the Resident Companies and the 16-acre Lincoln 
Center campus, which together make up the world’s leading performing arts center.

Lincoln Center Education

Lincoln Center Education (LCE) is the educational cornerstone of Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts. Founded in 1975 as 
Lincoln Center Institute for the Arts in Education, LCE enriches the lives of students, educators and lifelong learners by providing 
opportunities for engagement with the highest-quality arts on the stage, in the classroom, digitally, and within the community.  
For four decades, LCE has offered unparalleled school and community partnerships, professional development workshops, 
consulting services, and its very own repertory of music, dance, theater and visual arts. LCE’s work has reached more than 
20 million students, teachers, school administrators, parents, community members, teaching artists, pre-service teachers, 
university professors and artists in New York City, across the nation and around the world.
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